FACTORY FOR MAINTENANCE

Beverly Country Club (Chicago district) operates on the basis that course maintenance is a business as well as a science and an art. Beverly maintenance headquarters is roomy, light and designed for convenience and economy. LEFT CENTER — All equipment must be cleaned and stored in proper place. Inspection and inventory are quick, accurate jobs. Floor eventually will be concrete to keep down dust. LOWER LEFT — Everything in its place is work- and time-saving theme in Beverly shop. Ample storage facilities, conveniently placed, enable course men to get to work quick with right supplies. UPPER RIGHT — This storage makes it easy to get equipment onto the job in perfect operating adjustment and condition. Orderly parking reduces waste time. Fertilizer stored at left. RIGHT CENTER — Beverly shop is equipped and laid out to handle repairs and adjustments properly and quickly. Shop is heated and provided with excellent and clean bath and toilet facilities. LOWER RIGHT — Office of Robt. Williams, supt., has all data handy for planning, check-up on work and costs. Maps on walls and in files and a work progress chart on which is recorded work to be done, progress of work by date and detail, expected completion date, costs and remarks, provide convenient and complete information for superintendent and chairman.

Green committee meetings are held in the superintendent's office.